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On the pedagogy of 'small wars' 

TARAK BARKAWI* 

'The United States [has] gone down to Mexico to serve mankind'. 
President Woodrow Wilson after the US bombardment of Vera Cruz in I914I 

War is a harsh teacher. At the outset of each of the great conflagrations of the 
twentieth century, few of the participants had any real idea just how violent, 
widespread and destructive they would become.2 It really is worth remember- 
ing that in August I914 many of those who went off to fight expected to be 
home by Christmas. Few could have imagined in I939 how far into the realms 
of human barbarity and mechanized killing the world would venture. The same 
holds true for the early days of the Cold War, and not only in relation to the 
future perils of the nuclear contest. It is easily forgotten that the East-West 
struggle was by no means 'cold' in the Third World, where millions died in 
Cold War-related and other violence in the years after 1945. During the world 
wars as before them, in the non-European world a 'North-South' struggle 
rumbled on alongside the clash of great powers. What is new is that, in Con- 
doleezza Rice's words, an 'existential threat' to the western powers now 
emanates from what were the 'small wars' to the South.3 

In order to understand the nature of security relations in a post-9/I I world, 
we must revisit the most basic issues concerning war and armed conflict. 
Elemental changes in the social and political context of the use of force are 
apparent, as they were to Clausewitz reflecting on revolutionary France. The 
old rule was that mass violence was the preserve of states with their military, 
industrial and technological resources. Today, 'instruments of mass effect' can 
be wielded by men armed with box-cutters and pilots' manuals. Yet, the US 

* The author wishes to thank Duncan Bell, Rosemary Hollis, Charles Jones, Mark Laffey, Yezid Sayigh 
and the International Politics Reading Group, Department of Politics, Bristol University for comments 
on earlier versions of this paper. It was originally written for the Report on the Cambridge Security 
Seminar, 30-31 July, 2003, organized by the Cambridge Programme for Security in International Society. 

I Quoted in E. H. Carr, The twenty years' crisis 1919-1939 (London: Macmillan, I946), p. 78. 
2 Philip Towle has made this point. 
3 Condoleezza Rice, 'A balance of power that favors freedom', I Oct. 2002, http://www.manhattaninstitute. 

org/html/wI2002.htm, accessed 29 Nov. 2003. 
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and UK military establishments are not unrecognizable to Second World War 
eyes. What are the US and the UK to do to defend their liberal democratic 
character and the very fabric of their societies from new threats which originate 
from a transnational network enterprise in the global South? However one 
apportions blame and responsibility for the present situation, there is now a 
growing worldwide, if only loosely articulated, Islamic resistance movement 
capable of inflicting grievous harm on the West. At this crucial juncture, present 
approaches to the 'war on terror' risk inflaming this movement and setting in 
train spirals of violence, much of the costs of which ultimately may be borne by 
western civilians. It is imperative that we take stock of ourselves and our 
enemies before deciding how to prosecute the many-sided war in which we are 
now involved. 

Two factors dominate contemporary security relations. The first is the ways 
in which the new threats have arisen from, and develop in and through, long 
histories of interaction between the West and other parts of the world. The 
second is how these threats interact with the societies and politics of the West, 
not least by fostering a self-perception that prevents full understanding of the 
situation. 

For it is western illusions, primarily about ourselves and our past and present 
role in the world, that deny us and our leaders the clarity of vision necessary to 
understand this conflict. This luxury could be afforded, perhaps, when the 
global South was but a mirror reflecting the West's commitment to the 
civilizing mission or humanitarian intervention, or merely a testing ground for 
the free market theories of its professors of economics. But such illusions have 
often led, particularly for the US, to the adoption of disastrous strategies for 
'small wars'. In the current situation, the costs of these mistakes will be borne 
not only by soldiers, the elected leaders who send them to far-flung corners of 
the globe and the populations found there; now it is the citizens of the West's 
great cities, its economies, its basic political values, and ultimately its power and 
prestige that are at stake. 

Lack of perspective is evident in basic conceptions of international politics 
and strategic studies prevalent in the West. In an article recently published in 
this journal, a distinguished commentator and former policy-maker observed 
that from 'the beginning of the twentieth century, the international system was 
based largely on two epochal events in European history: the Peace of West- 
phalia in 1648 and the Congress of Vienna of i8 I4-I 5'4-epochal because they 
established the nation-state and the balance of power as primary features of 
international politics. This is a wholly unremarkable statement, and reflects 
what students are being taught in many Anglo-American departments of inter- 
national relations, as well as the basic vocabulary employed by academics and 
decision-makers. Unless one seriously reflected on the slippage between 
'European' and 'international' in the above quote, one would never suspect that 

4 Strobe Talbott, 'War in Iraq, revolution in America', International Affairs 79: 5, Oct. 2003, p. 1037. 
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it was in fact the imperial state, the empire and, latterly, the international blocs 
of the Cold War and the western 'international state' that were the dominant 
political entities in world politics from the sixteenth century.5 While a 'balance 
of power' may have been evident in Europe at the beginning of the twentieth 
century, most people on the planet, and particularly non-European peasantries, 
would have been far more aware of a major imbalance that had come into 
existence since 1815. In that year, the living standards of the remaining English 
yeomen farmers and those, say, of Punjabi peasants were relatively similar, as 
were those of their respective betters. Less than a century later, when the major 
non-European peasantries had been incorporated into the world economy by 
imperial action, primarily as producers of cheap commodities for export, this 
was no longer the case. 'By the end of Victoria's reign ... the inequality of nations 
was as profound as the inequality of classes. Humanity had been irrevocably 
divided'.6 Theories of international politics which fail to reflect the realities in 
which most of the world's population are and have been living are not of much 
use, especially when some of them decide to take up arms in rather effective 
fashion. 

Similar myopia is evident elsewhere. So focused were analysts on 'Northern' 
Great Power relations that when the Soviet Union collapsed many prominent 
scholars predicted peace, not just in our time but for all time. The 'end of 
history' was upon us, characterized by the peaceful worldwide spread of free 
markets and liberal democracy.7 Western militaries, to go by much of the 
literature of the I99os, were to prepare for nothing beyond peacekeeping and 
the occasional swatting of a rogue state armed with outdated Soviet equipment. 

In conventional accounts, each era has had its own version of what C. E. 
Callwell quaintly termed 'small wars'8-that is, wars that occurred as a result of 
intervention in, and conquest of, non-European countries. Wars of empire 
were 'small' because so few Europeans were involved, not because of their 
consequences for the countries they were fought in, nor even in terms of their 
effects on the European balance of power, which were considerable. With 
decolonization and Cold War, these became 'revolutionary guerrilla wars' or 
communist insurgencies; and after I989 they became 'complex humanitarian 
emergencies' that occurred in 'failed' or 'collapsed' states. 

What has happened since 1989 is that the axis of threat has shifted, from great 
power and superpower contests to a much older struggle: that between North 
and South, between the powerful and the weak. For the first time, a resistance 

s See Tarak Barkawi and Mark Laffey, 'Retrieving the imperial', Millennium 31: I, 2002; Martin Shaw, 
Theory of the global state (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000). By 'international', or 'western', 
state I refer to the conglomeration of the US, the EU, and the main international organizations, most 
prominently the international financial institutions such as the IMF and the WTO. 6 Mike Davis, Late Victorian holocausts (London: Verso, 200I), p. I6. 

7 See e.g. Francis Fukuyama, The end of history and the last man (New York: Free Press, 1992); Kenichi 
Ohmae, The end of the nation-state: the rise of regional economies (London: HarperCollins, 1994). 

8 Colonel C. E. Callwell, Small wars: their principles and practice (Lincoln, NB: University of Nebraska Press, 
I996; first publ. 1896). 
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movement from the non-European world has inflicted wounding strikes on a 
metropolitan homeland. More are likely to follow. 

'Small wars' have been seen as simply derivative of what was happening in 
the First World, denying the global South its own dynamics and agency. During 
the Cold War, many persisted in seeing events in the Third World as a direct 
outgrowth of the East-West contest, and usually Soviet-inspired. Yet Vietnam- 
ese nationalists, Iranian republicans, Afghani Mujahedin, and peasants in Central 
and South America imagined themselves to be involved in a quite different 
struggle: that for political independence and autonomy, for the right to deter- 
mine their own fate and manage their own affairs, and for a just share of 
resources and distribution of wealth and opportunity. They very often under- 
stood these struggles to be of long provenance, dating back well beyond the 
division of the world between western and Soviet spheres of influence. The 
Vietnamese began preparing for their war of independence in the i89os. In the 
videotaped statement released on 7 October 2001, Osama bin Laden declared 
that for over eighty years Islam had been 'tasting ... humiliation and contempt 
... its sons ... killed, its blood ... shed, its holy places ... attacked'.9 The 
reference to 'eighty years' has little resonance in the West, but is a clear reference 
to the break-up of the Ottoman Empire and the passing of the territories of the 
old caliphate to the control of western mandates and thereafter, in many cases, 
to regimes friendly to the West. 

Learning about the Enemy 
Many in the West prefer to think of Al-Qaeda and its affiliates as a 'fanatical 
strain of religious extremism', in the words of Prime Minister Tony Blair, rather 
than as a hybrid form of anti-colonial resistance.I? President George W. Bush 
refers simply to the 'terrorist threat to civilization'.T" Such language serves to 
vilify the enemy and may mobilize support in the West, but it does not aid 
understanding. There is a strong tendency to imagine that Islam and the 
histories of western imperialism are separate matters, that really what is at issue is 
the violent manifestation of particular strands of Islamic belief. In fact, the root 
causes of the current situation lie in the working out of long-term histories of 
western expansion and their dynamic interaction with the Islamic world. A 
brief visit to a minor front of the war on terror, the island of Mindanao in the 
Philippines, is instructive in this regard. 

9 'Bin Laden's warning: full text', 7 Oct. 200I, http://news.bbc.co.uk/I/low/world/south_asia/ 
1585636.stm, accessed 25 Sept. 2003. 

0o 'Prime Minister's speech to Congress', I8 July 2003, http://www.pm.gov.uk/print/page4220.asp, 
accessed 19 July 2003 

" 'Address of the President to the Nation', 7 Sept. 2003, http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/ 
2003/09/print/20030907-I.html, accessed 8 Sept. 2003; 'President discusses the future of Iraq', speech 
delivered at the American Enterprise Institute, 26 Feb. 2003, http://www.whitehouse.gove/news/ 
releases/2003/02/print/200302, accessed 28 Feb. 2003. 
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Long before what we now call 'globalization' and imagine as the 'inevitable' 
spread of western culture, Islam was already a world religion. 'The classical dar 
al-islam [land of Islam] was ... a "trans-hemispheric civilisation" and probably 
the most successful, long-lasting and far-reaching example of archaic globaliza- 
tion'.'2 When the Spanish arrived in the Philippines in the sixteenth century, 
they discovered two well-developed Muslim sultanates and identified their sub- 
jects as 'Moors', transplanting to East Asia Spain's own experience of a 700-year 
struggle at the other, western end of Islamic globalization. War broke out, with 
the sultan of Maguindanao urging his 'Moros' to resist as their only hope of 
retaining freedom. For 300 years, resistance continued in one fashion or 
another. When Spain turned the Philippines over to the US in 1898, Mindanao 
was still not pacified and became a major site of US anti-guerrilla operations 
which by I902, in the Philippines as a whole, had claimed around a quarter of a 
million lives-no small conflict by any measure. (By comparison, total UK 
civilian and military deaths in the Second World War were around 388,000.) 
Never fully pacified, many Moros greatly resented being integrated by fiat into 
the new state of the Philippines when the US granted it independence in 1946. 
They have carried on fighting; and now the Moro National Liberation Front 
and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front find themselves caught up in a new 
western wartime construction, the 'war on terror', and once again US advisers are 
engaged in counterinsurgency operations. 

A literate Moro fighter might well imagine modern history very differently 
from how it is seen in the West. After all, he is the inheritor of a once great and 
proud world civilization, trodden underfoot by Spanish and American barbarians 
and their local cronies. He is also the product of a very different military tradi- 
tion, that of the weak against the strong. We may fulminate about hostage- 
taking, bombings, ambushes and other 'cowardly' and 'terroristic' tactics, as 
President Bush characterized the militias opposing the invasion of Iraq in the 
spring of 2003. But it takes only a moment's reflection to realize that Moro 
fighters and those like them would stand no chance if they played by the rules 
established by the strong, standing up to be shot down by the superior fire- 
power the powerful are always able to employ. Theirs is necessarily a war of the 
shadows, and westerners do no differently in similar situations: in the American 
Revolutionary War and the French resistance in the Second World War, for 
example. This military tradition was intimately familiar with clandestine net- 
work organization long before computers provided the analogy. 

What might 9/I i have meant for this fictional Moro fighter? Watching those 
towers fall on some satellite television deep in the bush, or perhaps viewing 
some gloating Al-Qaeda video of the events of that day, he might well have 
realized that something had just happened to his own little war, making it part 
of something bigger. There is an important sense in which Third World resist- 
ance movements, even while skilfully developing a distinctive military tradition, 
12 Amira K. Bennison, 'Muslim universalism and western globalization', in A. G. Hopkins, ed., 

Globalization in world history (London: Pimlico, 2002), p. 80. 
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have been less resourceful politically, playing a game set up by the West and its 
system of international relations. Ever since the French Revolution, they have 
sought independent statehood as legal equals with the Europeans, mutually 
recognized by other sovereign states. At the same time, they have accepted the 
European notion that the title to statehood is rooted in the nation, setting Arab 
against Muslim, Zulu against South African. Their struggles were primarily local 
and national in purpose, whatever support they and their opponents may have 
drawn from abroad. 

At a stroke, Osama bin Laden changed this far more effectively than decades 
of Soviet and Chinese pronouncements about communist internationalism. Bin 
Laden is no respecter of sovereign borders. For him, dividing up the Islamic 
world into separate countries is a tool of western control, the classic tool: divide 
and rule. As the Al-Qaeda website noted with reference to Afghanistan's 
president, hand-picked by the US, 'A "Karzai" regime exists officially in all the 
Muslim countries. All rulers are crowned in the Karzai way.'13 The point is 
bombastically put; but consider the origins of many Middle Eastern countries, 
carved out by the Turks, the British and the French, centred on specially selected 
sheikhs, sustained by oil money and military and police assistance, supple- 
mented by the occasional covert operation when someone untoward makes it 
to a position of power or threatens to. There is more than a little truth in Al- 
Qaeda's comment. President Karzai even has a foreign bodyguard. 

A Moro fighter could now well imagine himself as a participant not in a local 
struggle, but in a transregional war designed to bring about a new caliphate in 
the old dar al-islam. He might not do so; he might carry on in the old way; but 
equally he might decide to join the new struggle. It is this new possibility that 
Al-Qaeda, and its various loosely affiliated organizations, networks and 
individuals, have put on the table. A potentially global resistance movement has 
been called into existence, made possible by the centuries-old spread of Islam 
around the world. The presence of Islam in the West as well as in all the poor 
regions of the world, with the exception of Latin America, means that the 
histories of colonialism and neo-colonialism, of western wealth and of poverty 
in the global South, are all in dynamic interaction with Islam and its growing 
militant resistance. The world stands now at the threshold of a long struggle. 
Given the relative success of current efforts to clamp down on terrorist finances, 
communications and movements, it is most likely the case that the resistance 
movement centred on Al-Qaeda is in its very early stages of organization and 
development. It is also likely that Al-Qaeda is set on a long-term strategy, vital 
to which will be the mobilization and organization of Islamic militants around 
the world. 

The key to mobilizing this popular base is the increasing belief that the West 
is truly engaged in a war against Islam, that the West is fighting Islam 
everywhere. Might it not seem to our Moro that this is indeed the case, as he 
13 'Al-Qa'ida website, back on-line publishes book about its war on the US and bombing in Saudi Arabia', 

Middle East Media Research Institute, special dispatch, Jihad and Terrorism Studies, no. 569. 
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catches sight of US special forces on patrol in his backyard, hears of the Pales- 
tinian struggle, watches the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, and discovers that the 
Americans have even remembered to include some obscure Muslim brothers in 
remote parts of China on their lists of enemies? Might he not decide to start 
returning the favour, and begin establishing transnational connections with other, 
like-minded groups, coordinating operations and orientating them towards the 
larger, global struggle? Al-Qaeda again: 'It must also be noted that in its war 
with America, the Al-Qa'ida organization adopted the strategy of expanding 
the battle arena ... This strategy has priceless advantages; the enemy who had 
only his country to defend realized that he now must defend his enormous 
interests in every country'.14 Here we have a glimpse of this conflict's potential 
for widespread and long-term destruction, very far from fully realized as yet. 

It suits the interests of Al-Qaeda to imagine the developing conflict as a clash 
of civilizations. In Samuel Huntington's influential formulation, civilizations are 
clearly delineated on maps, although they may have dangerous borderlands, and 
they persist through world historical time as distinct cultural essences.15 
Huntington's idea is that conflicts of belief can lead civilizations to make war on 
one another. This is to conceive the relationship between war and culture the 
wrong way round. War is a great engine which both transforms the content of 
national identity and inculcates it in individuals. It is during and after conflicts 
that the sense of common purpose and identification with the nation reaches 
fever pitch, for it is wartime sacrifice that creates the sense that there must be an 
entity greater than the individual, which pursues higher purposes demanding so 
many lives. Blood sacrifice both feeds and shapes the cause for which one fights. 
'It is', as John Comaroff remarks, 'in situations of struggle and times of trouble 
that the content of ethnic self-consciousness is (re)fashioned.'"6 

The conclusion is inescapable: it is war that makes and remakes civilizations. 
Bin Laden is seeking to make his vision of Islamic civilization a reality through 
the medium of war. He seeks to constitute an Islamic nation at war through his 
acts of violence and those of his enemies, and through the particular 
interpretations he and his allies place on them and popularize through various 
media. US officials regularly aid him in this task, by articulating Islam with 
terror and local resistance struggles with a global threat in practice and in 
rhetoric. Vice-President Dick Cheney refers to 'terrorists' who struck 'Riyadh, 
Casablanca, Mombasa, Bali, Jakarta, Najaf and Baghdad' as if they were one 
'network' against which the US could conduct a 'global campaign'.17 This is 
precisely what Al-Qaeda hopes to achieve one day. The West should be seeking 
to fuel the opposite dynamic, disarticulating local and global struggles. By con- 
flating Islam and terror with any kind of armed resistance, we are in danger of 

I4 Ibid. 
15 Samuel P. Huntington, The clash of civilizations and thle remaking of world order (New York: Touchstone, 

I996). 
16 John Comaroff, 'Humanity, ethnicity, nationality', Th7eory and society 20: 5, I991, p. 670. 
17 'Remarks by the Vice President to the Heritage Foundation', io October, 2003, http:// 

new.heritage.org/Research/MiddleEast/hi 8oo.cfm?renderforprint= i, accessed 13 Oct. 2003 
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repeating the mistakes of the early Cold War, where obvious fault-lines in the 
communist bloc were ignored, for example in Yugoslavia and China, in the 
name of constructing a unitary, global image of the threat. The tensions caused 
by the ethnic Arab hierarchy within global Islam can be exploited, as can the 
various local roots of activists' motivation for resistance, by addressing each 
conflict at its particular source, rather than as an instance of some imaginary 
whole. Many of these conflicts, however, have systemic sources, often deriving 
from the structure of the global economy. The popularity of the Islamic 
madrassi schools in Pakistan and elsewhere, for example, stems in part from IMF 
structural adjustment programmes that forced retrenchments in public education. 

Learning about ourselves 
Learning to see the war through our enemies' eyes is a vital first step. But Sun 
Tzu reminded us that 'knowing thyself is just as important to victory, and there 
is one final lesson for us on Mindanao-the hardest of all. In his speech to the 
American Enterprise Institute before the war in Iraq, President Bush remarked 
that the world 'has a clear interest in the spread of democratic values, because 
stable and free nations do not breed ideologies of murder'.I8 There would have 
been no question in his mind that 'democratic values', as well as 'liberty' and 
'freedom', emanated from the West and from America in particular, and from 
there spread to the rest of the world. 'Americans', he told another audience, 
have sacrificed themselves in wartime 'missions of rescue and liberation on 
nearly every continent'.'9 He told some graduating university students after 
Saddam's fall that he had 'a great goal for this nation. We will use our influence 
and idealism to replace old hatreds with new hopes across the Middle East'.20 
Lately, he announced the US has adopted a 'forward strategy of freedom in the 
Middle East'.2I These remarks should not be dismissed as mere rhetoric. On the 
contrary, they reveal the most deeply held, most cherished beliefs the West has 
about itself: what John Gray has termed the 'recurring utopianism of western 
civilisation'.22 For President Bush, the 'advance of freedom is the calling of our 
time; it is the calling of our country'.23 

The Moros on Mindanao, and many, many others in the global South, 
would not characterize what has come to them from the West as 'freedom' and 
'liberty'. However one ultimately adjudicates the West's contribution to human 
flourishing and human suffering, it has to be accepted that in the world outside 

i8 'President discusses the future of Iraq', 26 Feb. 2003, http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2003/02. 
'9 'President Bush discusses freedom in Iraq and Middle East', remarks by the President at the 20th 

anniversary of the National Endowment for Democracy, 6 Nov. 2003, http://www.whitehouse.gov/ 
news/releases/2003/I I/pripnt/2003 Iio6-2.html, accessed 8 Nov. 2003. 

20 'President Bush presses for peace in the Middle East', remarks by the President in commencement 
address at the University of South Carolina, 9 May 2003, http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/ 
2003/05, accessed 10 May 2003. 

21 'President Bush discusses freedom in Iraq and Middle East'. 
22 John Gray, False dawn: the delusions of global capitalism (London: Granta, 2002), p. 234. 
23 'President Bush discusses freedom in Iraq and Middle East'. 
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the Euro-Atlantic community the West appears very different from its own self- 
image. The West generally sees itself as civilized, modem, developed and rational, 
while often viewing other parts of the world as barbaric, atavistic, undeveloped 
and in the grip of passions rather than reason.24 The West likes to think that 
colonialism, on balance, was a civilizing mission. But this is not generally how 
the imperial era is remembered by those who were subjugated. For most of 
them, the arrival of the Europeans was an unprecedented calamity. They suffered 
war, conquest, epidemics, genocide, famine and other disasters, and were ex- 
posed to new vulnerabilities such as dependence on world commodity prices.25 
What the West got up to in the global South was the very antithesis of western 
ideas about itself, it was violent, rapacious and dominating. As Frantz Fanon 
remarked, when speeches are made about western values, the 'native' is likely to 
pull out his knife, or at least 'makes sure it is within reach'.26 

More recently, since I989, the West, and the US in particular, set out to 
remake the world once again in its own image, in a utopian effort to spread 
democracy and free markets everywhere. With astonishing arrogance, Francis 
Fukuyama and others spoke of liberal democracy in its particularly American 
embodiment as the 'final form of human government', indeed the 'end point of 
mankind's ideological evolution'.27 Seemingly without considering the possibi- 
lity that someone, somewhere would stand up and resist effectively, Fukuyama 
argued that as the US was the world's sole remaining superpower, it is 'inevit- 
able that Americanization will accompany globalization'.28 

For many in the global South, the era of free market globalization has been 
one not of peace and prosperity, but of increasing inequality, collapsing states 
and endemic violence.29 When it was a matter of ensuring debt repayments or 
opening Third World markets to western exports and investment, the West 
insisted that free market logic was the only possible way forward. But when it 
came to opening the West's own markets, or cutting agricultural subsidies, then 
different rules applied, as seen most recently at the collapse of the WTO 
ministerial meeting in Canc'un in September 2003. 'While the EU gives very 
generously with one hand through its aid policies, its trade policies destroy the 
livelihoods of poor farmers'.3? It is not unreasonable, given their devastating 
effects, to consider the EU's Common Agricultural Policy or US farm subsidies 
as something approaching humanitarian crimes. Similarly, what of the West's 
preferential commitment to patent rights over human rights, to the point where 

24 Roxanne Doty, Imperial encounters: the politics of representation in North-South relations (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, I996). 

25 For the most recent episode in this particular vulnerability, see Peter Robbins, Stolen fruit: the tropical 
commodities disaster (London: Zed, 2003). 26 Frantz Fanon, The wretched of the earth (Harmondsworth: Penguin, I967), p. 33. 

27 Francis Fukuyama, 'The end of history?', National Interest I6, Summer I989, p. 4. 28 Quoted in Manfred Steger, Globalism: the new market ideology (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 
2002), p. 4. 

29 Gray, False dawn; William Reno, Warlord politics and African states (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, I998). 
30 'Oxfam has found that for every fi that is given in aid money, r2 is lost because of unfair trade barriers 

set up by rich countries': Phil Bloomer, 'Europe's subsidy junkies stay hooked', Observer, 29 June 2003. 
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it values the profits of its pharmaceutical corporations above the lives of millions 
suffering from disease in the global South? As bin Laden points out, while 
western slogans 'call for humanity, justice, and peace, the behaviour of their 
governments is completely the opposite'.3' In many parts of the world, Muslim 
peasants bear the burden of these and other western policies. 

Enormous and growing economic inequality between and among peoples, 
and an international economic regime that systematically favours the rich nations, 
are basic features of the contemporary world.32 As Paul Rogers remarks, 'the 
atrocities of September I I and the mass murder of 3,000 people may have repre- 
sented real human tragedies but took place in a world in which 5,000 children 
die every day from diarrhoea and related causes'.33 Even deaths from terrorism 
outside the US routinely exceeded 3,000 year after year as the post-colonial 
world struggled with a political inheritance of partitions and resentments. Yet 
the West too often persists in seeing only its own beneficence, and imagines that 
everyone else does too, even in the face of obvious evidence to the contrary. 
Michael Mandelbaum, senior fellow of the Council on Foreign Relations, has 
recently published a book arguing that 9/I 'did not usher in a new world'.34 
The reason, he argues, is that three western ideas have already 'conquered' the 
world: peace, democracy and free markets: 'The market-centered international 
order of the twenty-first century command[s] almost universal allegiance'.35 
One has to ask what world Mandelbaum is living in, as not even in Europe, 
much less in the global South, is this view 'universally shared'. According to his 
panglossian logic, 9/I I demonstrated not that the West is vulnerable to a new 
form of warfare, but that it 'had no serious rival in the world of the twenty-first 
century'. The perpetrators of 9/I I, as he saw it, 'proposed nothing in place of 
what they sought to destroy'.36 Presumably, Al-Qaeda has a different view: 'I ... 
fight until the Americans are driven out of all the Islamic countries'.37 Whatever is 
made of Al-Qaeda's political project, it should be remembered that although the 
Goths lacked a programme of reform, they nonetheless managed to sack Rome. 

These points are not made for purposes of self-flagellation. Western illusions, 
and the inability of western elites to see themselves as others see them, stand 
directly in the path of a clear-sighted appreciation of the nature of the current 
conflict and of the enemy. This is particularly evident in the vast amount of ink 
recently spilled in newspapers and other publications over the question of what 
could possibly motivate suicidal terrorists. A culture which freely expended its 
sons in the trenches of Flanders suddenly cannot understand the impulse to 

31 'Interview with Osama bin Laden', May I998, http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/ 
binladen/who/interview, accessed 21 July 2003. 

32 See e.g. Ankie Hoogvelt, Globalization and the postcolonial world: the new political economy of development 
(Basingstoke: Palgrave, 200I); Bob Sutcliffe, 1oo ways of seeing an unequal world (London: Zed, 2001). 

33 Paul Rogers, The 'war on terror': winning or losing? (Oxford: Oxford Research Group, Sept. 2003), p. 8. 
34 Michael Mandelbaum, The ideas that conquered the world: peace, democracy, and free markets in the twenty-first 

century (Oxford: Public Affairs, 2002), p. I. 
35 Ibid., p. 4. 
36 Ibid., pp. 5, 4. 
37 'Interview with Osama bin Laden'. 
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sacrifice for cause and comrades. How many western soldiers have set off on 
missions knowing there was small likelihood they would return? How many 
patriots have laid down their lives with joy in their hearts? Yet, when a Muslim 
does this, analysts reach for the Qur'an and develop elaborate theories of fanati- 
cism and Islamic attraction to violence, despite the fact that of I88 suicide 
bombings between I988 and 2001, 75 were carried out by the avowedly secular 
Tamil Tigers.38 Should it not just be accepted that suicide bombers are fighters 
in a cause, a cause with which one may disagree and against which one may 
fight, but one that nonetheless can be recognized, with just a small dose of 
empathy, as a response to historic injustice? 

Learning about 'small wars' 

Only by granting one's enemies a full and unqualified humanity can one ever 
hope to understand them. Western leaders will never manage this feat as long as 
they stay locked in delusions about their own rationality, beneficence and 
civilization while denying Muslims and Arabs the same. This is doubly import- 
ant in the struggle against 'terrorism'. For the military tradition of the weak 
against the strong has always had to make use of unconventional tactics and 
ruses, precisely because the weak lack the wherewithal to fight in conventional 
fashion. This does not make them evil; rather, it is a sign of strategic sophis- 
tication. In an earlier small war in which the British empire was fighting for the 
right to export opium to China, the Chinese on Hong Kong island resorted to 
poisoning the bread they baked for the Europeans. Luckily for the British, they 
rather overdid it, putting in too much arsenic, which induced vomiting before 
the poison could work. One afflicted British trader wrote home, 'This mode of 
warfare is hard to deal with'.39 At least he had the honesty to call it 'warfare' 
rather than barbarity or terrorism. The Chinese armies were opposing bladed 
weapons to gunpowder, war junks to steamships. Opening a new front in the 
bakeries was a rational and creative response to such a situation. To expect any 
less is to imagine your enemies are stupid. 

Yet many persist in seeing in 'terrorist acts' some kind of innate barbarity 
rather than classic weapons of the weak. As uses of force, many of Al-Qaeda's 
bombings and other operations have had great strategic effect in return for lives 
and resources expended, not least on 9/II itself. Nonetheless, an American 
military spokesman characterized a recent bombing in Iraq as 'heinous' and 'an 
act of pure brutality with no possible aim except to cause destruction and 
death'.40 This officer needs to be reminded that all acts of war involve destruc- 
tion in pursuit of political aims. He might also reflect on the fact that suicide 

38 Robert Pape, 'The strategic logic of suicide bombers', International Herald Tribune, 23 Sept. 2003, p. 8. 
39 Quoted in Ian Hernon, Britain's forgotten wars: colonial campaigns of the igth century (Stroud: Sutton, 2003), 

p. 362. 
40 Quoted in Ian Fisher, 'Suicide bomb attack kills 2 in Baghdad', International Herald Tribune, 23 Sept. 

2003, p. 3. 
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bombings have been an enormously effective tool in resisting military occupa- 
tion, as the recent acceleration of the US timetable for handing over sovereignty 
to the Iraqis attests.4' A young Palestinian woman remarked of the choice of 
suicide bombs, 'This is the only weapon we have'.42 In the three weeks following 
the invasion of Iraq, between 3,500 and 6,ooo Iraqi civilians were killed and 
perhaps 20,000 more injured, yet this is thought of as 'collateral damage' 
suffered in the course of legitimate military operations.43 'The Islamic nation 
must also know that the US version of terrorism is a kind of deception. Is it 
logical for the United States and its allies to carry out this repression, persecu- 
tion, plundering and bloodletting over these long years without this being 
called terrorism, while when the victim tries to seek justice, he is described as 
terrorist?'44 The point is not that one side is a terrorist and the other is not. 
Rather, both sides are at war and making use of available instruments in the 
most effective way they know how. Planning must proceed on this basis rather 
than on that of the specious moralizing which all too easily informs strategic 
thinking in the West.45 '[W]e in the West call the few casualties we suffer from 
terrorism and surprise "cowardly", the frightful losses we inflict through open 
and direct assault "fair"'.46 

Perhaps the greatest illusion the West has about itself concerns the nature of 
its strength and the enemy's weakness. US academics have lately been wont to 
emphasize the magnitude of American power as compared to that of the British 
or the Romans in their day. Statistics are adduced concerning how many 
countries' entire annual defence budgets it would take to buy a single aircraft 
carrier battle group, what portion of the world's total military spending is con- 
trolled by the Pentagon, and so on. When not dwelling on the size of US forces, 
such commentators emphasize their technological prowess, which is indeed 
impressive. But the US was forced to withdraw from Vietnam by men armed, 
in large measure, with infantry weapons and a few handfuls of rice. Now it hurls 
million-dollar cruise missiles against an enemy who took down its great buildings 
with fewer than twenty men. Neither expenditure nor technical sophistication 
guarantees victory. Where does power reside in these contests? 

In the topsy-turvy world of wars fought between North and South, it has 
often been the case that leaders of the most powerful countries on earth have 

41 'Suicide terrorists were thought to compel American and French military forces to abandon Lebanon in 
I983, Israeli forces to leave most of Lebanon in I985, Israeli forces to quit the Gaza Strip and the West 
Bank in 1994 and I995, and the Turkish government to grant measures of autonomy to the Kurds in the 
late I990s. In all but the case of Turkey, the terrorists' political cause made far greater political gains after 
they resorted to suicide operations': Pape, 'The strategic logic of suicide bombers'. 

42 Quoted in Alan Cowell, 'Palestinians see Arafat as key', International Herald Tribune, 23 Sept. 2003, p. 3. 
43 See www.iraqbodycount.net/ and Carl Conetta, iThe wages of war: Iraqi combatant and noncombatant fatalities 

in the 2003 contflict. Project on Defense Alternatives, Research Monograph no. 8, p. 2. 
44 'In full: Al-Qa'ida statement', IO Oct. 2001, http://news.bbc.co.uk/i/low/world/middle_east/ 

15903 50o.stm, accessed 25 Sept. 2003. 
45 On this point see Tarak Barkawi, 'Strategy as a vocation: Weber, Morgenthau and modem strategic 

studies', Review of International Studies 24: 2, I998, pp. I 59-84. 
46 Victor Davis Hanson, Carnage and culture: landmark battles in thle rise of western power (New York: Anchor, 

2002), p. 97. 
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been brought low by 'savages' and peasants, as President Lyndon Johnson dis- 
covered in the weeks following the Tet offensive, despite the fact that it proved 
a battlefield disaster for the Vietnamese communists. Volatile democratic publics 
in the West encourage both precipitate intervention, sometimes inspired by 
humanitarian impulses, and precipitate withdrawal, when they discover that 
interventions rarely work out as planned and often require large amounts of 
blood and treasure to see through. Benjamin Disraeli came to power in I874 
promising imperial adventures, an electoral strategy that appealed to the newly 
enlarged British electorate. Despite the absence of television news, his 
government collapsed in I88o, in part as a result of William Gladstone's denun- 
ciations of the Afghan and Zulu wars. 'Remember the rights of the savage!' 
Gladstone told his audiences.47 Gladstone himself came a cropper in the Sudan, 
and the Italian prime minister Francesco Crispi was forced to step down following 
the near-annihilation of an Italian army by the Ethiopians at Adowa in I896. 
Jimmy Carter saw his presidency crumble in Iran, while even Ronald Reagan 
stumbled into a major constitutional crisis through his efforts to defeat tiny 
Nicaragua. 

The interactions between democratic publics in the West and military inter- 
vention in the non-European world are complex, and yet simple nostrums 
often substitute for serious analysis in this area. The US was willing to suffer 
over 56,ooo killed (and inflict, with its allies, over a million military and civilian 
deaths) in a country few Americans had heard of prior to I965. As a result of 
defeat, the idea of a 'Vietnam syndrome'-a lack of willingness to intervene for 
fear of casualties-was subsequently assumed to afflict the US. The real dynamics 
at work were considerably different, and expose how it is that western illusions 
and identity constructions hobble its strategies for the conduct of 'small wars'. 

The strategy the US pursued in Vietnam reflected its basic conception of the 
Cold War. The world was seen as divided between two blocs, one slave, one 
free. It went without question that the denizens of the free world wanted to be 
free. Subversion emanated from the Soviet bloc countries and infected the free 
world. Insurgencies were therefore read as evidence of external attack, rather 
than as consequences of the social and political upheaval that gripped the Third 
World in the wake of the Second World War.48 'What Chairman Khrushchev 
describes as wars of liberation and popular uprisings', Secretary of Defense 
Robert McNamara remarked, 'I prefer to describe as subversion and covert 
aggression'.49 In both elite and popular understandings of Vietnam, America 
was trying to help a 'free people' defend itself from external attack. 

It is in this context that the real surprise of the Tet offensive can be grasped. It 
was not only that the claims of steady American progress beforehand now 

47 Quoted in Douglas Porch, Wars of empire (London: Cassell, 2000), pp. 41-2. 
48 Gabriel Kolko, Confronting the Third World: United States foreign policy, 1945-1980 (New York: Pantheon, 

1988). 
49 Quoted in Michael McClintock, Instruments of statecraft: US guerrilla warfare, counter-insurgency, counter- 

terrorism, 1940- 990 (New York: Pantheon, I992), p. 174. 
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seemed hollow. Tet appeared on television screens as a general uprising against 
the Saigon regime and its American backers. It was no longer possible to evade 
the fact that 'the people' were against the 'freedom' the US was offering. The 
initial framing of the conflict, as one primarily about 'communist subversion' 
from outside, led to the adoption of an overly militarized and counterproduct- 
ive strategy, one pregnant with the possibility of battlefield reverses. Precisely 
because of the heavy implication of American identity in its Vietnam venture, 
such defeats can become more general crises for the body politic. They chal- 
lenge the identity relations and ideological constructs which inspired inter- 
vention in the first place. 

The real 'Vietnam syndrome' in American culture is the process by which 
the verdict of Tet-that the US was not on the side of'the people'-was erased 
and America reinstated as the defender of the oppressed everywhere, willing to 
use its military power to liberate them. Thus what was not so in practice is 
achieved in imagination. In both political ideology and popular culture, the 
history of the war was radically rewritten, in ways which served to re-empower 
the militarized American internationalism so evident today in Iraq. The neo- 
conservative clique that exercises such profound influence over the Bush adminis- 
tration fled the Democratic Party during the Vietnam era, because the party had 
become less willing to use force in the service of American values abroad. Their 
view was that whatever went wrong in Vietnam, it was right for America to use 
force to pursue its values, which are synonymous with liberty and freedom 
around the world. After Vietnam, two of the most prominent neo-conservatives 
argue, 'The suspicion of American power inherent in contemporary liberalism 
now became a reflexive opposition to the exercise of American power around 
the world'.50 Perhaps more important are the ways in which the Vietnam War 
was rewritten in films, television series and novels, for that is where most 
Americans have learned their 'history' of the war.5' Broadly speaking, the 
rewriting of the war is a movement from the world of The Deer Hunter (dir. 
Michael Cimino, 1978) to that of the recent Mel Gibson vehicle We Were Soldiers 
(dir. Randall Wallace, 2002). By the time of the latter, as Marilyn Young remarks, 
'Vietnam [had] become a war of which Americans [could] feel proud'.52 

This kind of imaginative work was crucial to politically enabling the con- 
quest and occupation of Iraq for purposes of liberating the oppressed Iraqi 
people. The rewriting of the Vietnam War provides an answer to a key question: 
How was it possible that President Bush and his learned advisers came to the 
conclusion that the US would be received as a liberator in Iraq? Anyone with 
even the most basic understanding of Iraqi history and of perceptions of the US 
in the Middle East suspected strongly that only trouble awaited the Americans 

50 Lawrence F. Kaplan and William Kristol, The war over Iraq: Saddam's tyranny and America's mission (San 
Francisco: Encounter, 2003), p. 57. 

5I See e.g. Susan Jeffords, The remasculinization of America: gender and the Vietnam War (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1989). 

52 Marilyn B. Young, 'In the combat zone', Radical History Review 85, Winter 2003, p. 26I. 
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in Iraq. Nonetheless, as late as October 2003 President Bush was surprised to 
discover the extent of anti-American feeling in the Islamic world. 'Do they 
really believe that we think all Muslims are terrorists?' he asked his staff, some of 
whom conceded the President 'has only begun to discover the gap between the 
picture of a benign superpower that he sees and the far more calculating, self- 
interested, anti-Muslim America the world perceives'.53 This is stark evidence 
of the fantasy land from which the highest levels of political leadership are 
conducting the war on terror. President Bush, however, is fully aufait with the 
'history' of the Vietnam War. In his recent speech about bringing democracy 
and freedom to the Middle East, he cited Vietnam as one place where 
'Americans have amply displayed [their] willingness to sacrifice for liberty'.54 
The Vietnamese, of course, sacrificed far more. 

Given the tremendous imbalances in power between the West and the global 
South, it is difficult to appreciate just how significant the South is for western 
identity, especially in wartime. The entire panoply of orientalist constructions is 
at stake on imperial and neo-imperial battlefields, including civilization/ 
barbarism, reason/passion, and strength/weakness. It is for this reason that 
western defeats must be strenuously explained away. After losing a large portion 
of an invading column to Zulu attack at Isandhlwana in I879, the British 
resorted to over-emphasizing the defensive victory at Rorke's Drift as proof of 
the superiority of British arms. So shocked were the Italians that the Ethiopians 
could annihilate their army at Adowa, that they subsequently 'discovered' that 
Ethiopians were in fact Caucasians darkened by exposure to the equatorial sun, 
in order to recoup in imagination the ignominy of being defeated by black 
men.55 As can be seen, the problem is that often the 'natives' do not play their 
assigned role in western identity constructions. 

Such is the case in Iraq today. The role of the Iraqi people is to want to be 
free, for only then can the US understand itself as a liberator. Accordingly, the 
growing resistance to US occupation must be represented as somehow not 
emanating from 'real' Iraqis. It is very important that the fiction that the resist- 
ance in Iraq is mounted only by 'Saddam loyalists' and 'foreign terrorists' be 
maintained, for to admit otherwise is to switch from discourses of liberation to 
those of occupation. 'We're working hard with freedom-loving Iraqis to help 
ferret these people out before they attack', President Bush has said.56 The US 
administrator in Iraq, L. Paul Bremer, referred to those behind a series of bomb- 
ings in Baghdad in October 2003 as 'cold-blooded killers ... a handful of people 
who don't want to live in freedom'.57 The main goal of the 'killers' is 'to 
intimidate Iraqis from building a free government and to cause America and our 

53 David E. Sanger, 'Bush finds perception gap in Asia', International Herald Tribune, 25-6 Oct. 2003, p. 3. 
54 'President Bush discusses freedom in Iraq and Middle East'. 
55 Harold G. Marcus, A history of Ethiopia (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), p. 1oo. 
56 Quoted in Brian Knowlton, 'US to "stay the course" in Iraq', International Herald Tribune, 28 Oct. 2003, 

p. I. 
57 Ibid. 
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allies to flee our responsibilities'.58 Nothing less than the very identity of 
'America' is at stake in these representations of the Iraqi resistance. Soon, 
however, the US will have to add the category of Iraqi 'bad apples' to 'Saddam 
loyalists' and 'foreign terrorists' to account for the growing number of Iraqis 
picking up arms. 

This framing of the situation in Iraq, despite its resonances with American 
elite and popular self-perception, is dysfunctional in strategic terms. The 
implication is that the sources of resistance are to be found not in a complex 
political, cultural and social context fuelled by totalitarianism, conquest and 
occupation, but rather in an identifiable group of 'cold-blooded killers', who 
must be 'ferreted out' and destroyed. As in the Cold War, subversion is seen as 
coming from the 'outside', not from the people the US seeks to free, when in 
fact it is the US which has invaded Iraq. When the 'ferreting out' comes in the 
form of heavy-handed use of military force, it contains the potential to generate 
further popular Iraqi resistance. 'After the Americans are attacked', one Iraqi 
who has lost grandchildren to American fire commented, 'they shoot every- 
where. This is inhuman-a stupid act by a country always talking about human 
rights.'59 Despite its compatibility with American identity, the framing of the 
conflict in Iraq, as in Vietnam, holds the promise of military reverses, because it 
inspires counterproductive strategies. As one Iraqi resistance fighter noted of the 
aggressive American response to recent attacks, '[t]he American army is our best 
friend. We should be giving them medals.'6? 

Past and present 
Part of imagining you are strong is to think you have the power to control 
events. When such imaginings are based more on illusions about the West and 
its role in history than on hard analysis, the outcome is unlikely to match 
expectations. As Rosemary Hollis wrote before the invasion of Iraq, 'those 
coming from outside the [Middle East], with even the best intentions, will most 
likely fail to impose their agendas on those within it, and vice versa ... [T]he 
more hawkish elements in the US administration think they can impose a new 
Pax Americana on the Middle East, starting with Iraq, they may well succeed in 
shaking up the existing regional order, but the outcome will not be exactly as 
they envisage'.6' In the quicksand of the non-European world western policy- 
makers have often believed they could control the direction of events with 
minimal expenditure of resources. It is not surprising that with all those aircraft- 
carrier battle groups, fighter and bomber wings, heavy divisions, and nearly 
bottomless financial resources, President Bush thought he could shape Iraq's 

58 President's radio address, I Nov. 2003, http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2003/I i/print/ 
20031IoI.html, accessed 3 Nov. 2003. 

59 Quoted in Patrick Graham, 'Clans find solace in vengenace', The Observer, 9 Nov. 2003, p. 21. 
60 Ibid. 
61 Rosemary Hollis, 'Getting out of the Iraq trap', International Affairs 79: I, January 2003, p. 26. 
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future according to his wishes. Unintended consequences are, however, the 
regular outcome of such efforts. In the early part of the Cold War, the US 
resorted to cheap and apparently effective covert operations to 'switch regimes' 
when those perceived as leftists or communists came to power through the 
ballot box. This had the effect of shutting down legitimate avenues for the 
expression of dissent and created conditions for the rise of insurgencies and 
guerrilla warfare, which proved far more costly to fight, quite aside from the 
price in lives and broken futures. 

Nowhere has the illusion that events in other people's countries can be 
manipulated to suit western ends backfired more spectacularly than in the 
Middle East. In the immediate aftermath of 9/ I , there was a brief opening in 
US public discourse over the question of why it was that some Muslims and 
Arabs might hate America as much as they evidently did. While this debate 
continues in Europe, it has largely been shut down in the US itself as Al-Qaeda 
and its followers were vilified and the idea that America had brought the attacks 
on itself seen as at best tasteless and probably unpatriotic. This is profoundly 
unfortunate, for the history of US foreign policy in the Middle East is a history 
of tragedy and folly, which at each stage laid the groundwork for the next crisis. 
The only thing different about 9/I I is that it is now the US as well as others 
who are bearing the costs. It is worth briefly reviewing some episodes in this 
history before concluding, as they exemplify much that has been written above. 

In the early 1950s, in an effort to head off Soviet influence in the Middle East 
and to reverse the nationalization of Iranian oil, the US derailed a republican 
and nationalist experiment in Iran by helping to overthrow the Mosaddeq 
government in a CIA-supported coup. The US then sought to arm and support 
the shah of Iran as its policeman in the Persian Gulf. 'In retrospect it is apparent 
that the policy of making the shah surrogate guardian of US interests in the Gulf 
backfired badly insofar as it helped fuel the forces of revolution against the 
Pahlavi dynasty and identified the United States with the shah's overweening 
ambitions and profligate spending.'62 The shah's rule helped to radicalize Shi'a 
Islam, which after its victory in Iran began exporting radical Islam around the 
Middle East. The US experience in Iran was a good example of how efforts to 
head off unwanted political developments in the Third World through resort to 
covert action and support of repressive authoritarian regimes spawned greater, 
long-term problems. In the Middle East in particular, the repression of secular 
political movements, and the closing down of civil society as an avenue for 
expressing dissent, meant that rebellion and discontent increasingly took on 
religious, specifically Islamic fundamentalist forms. 

Washington, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia were all concerned about Shi'i funda- 
mentalist Iran, and in varying degrees encouraged Iraq to invade it in late 1980. 
They provided a great deal of assistance to Iraq during the ensuing war. Iraq 

62 Rosemary Hollis, 'The US role: helpful or harmful?', in Lawrence Poter and Gary Rick, eds, Unfinished 
business: Iran, Iraq and the aftermath of war (New York: Palgrave, forthcoming). 
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borrowed $95 billion from Kuwait and Saudi Arabia and imported $42 billion 
worth of arms, and the US provided approximately $5 billion in aid.63 After the 
war, Kuwait increased its output of oil, which of course lowered the price of 
Iraqi oil, and started demanding repayment of loans from war-torn Iraq, setting 
the stage for Saddam's invasion, which he mistakenly thought he had cleared with 
Washington. A decade of sanctions was to follow Saddam's defeat in Kuwait 
and, whatever the other issues involved, this was a humanitarian disaster for the 
Iraqis that was deeply felt in the Arab world. 

But while the US found radical Islam problematic in Iran, it found it very 
useful in Afghanistan. Some $3 billion in aid was provided to the Mujahedin to 
assist their war against the Soviet Union, including approximately 1,000 shoulder- 
fired Stinger anti-aircraft missiles, hundreds of which remain unaccounted for 
and some of which may be in Al-Qaeda's inventory.64 This was the largest CIA 
covert operation ever. With Washington's blessing, Saudi intelligence poured 
in another $2 billion worth of aid, and the chief of Saudi intelligence picked a 
man named Osama bin Laden to lead the foreign legion of Arab fighters in 
Afghanistan.65 When the Soviet forces withdrew, the US simply walked away 
from a country in which it had fuelled the flames of war and had lavishly sup- 
ported a political and religious movement profoundly antithetical to its overall 
interests and values. The rest of this story need not be repeated here. 

It is difficult to see the invasion of Iraq as anything other than the next stage in 
this ever more violent embrace between the West and the Islamic world. As 
Clausewitz knew all too well, war is generative of ever more war unless it is kept 
limited by achievable political aims. The US aims in Iraq were anything but 
limited, involving the entire restructuring of society, culture and politics. War and 
occupation are blunt instruments for such goals. A relatively small number of 
guerrillas, regardless of where they come from, have now created a nearly 
insoluble 'chicken and egg' problem: reconstruction and development cannot 
begin in earnest until there is security; but achieving security requires effective 
rebuilding and restoration of services, because of the need to earn the support 
rather than enmity of the population in order to defeat the guerrillas. On the West 
Bank and the Gaza Strip the Israelis, with one of the most effective security 
establishments in the world, very experienced, well-equipped, well-stocked with 
Arab translators and informers, utterly ruthless, have been unable to stop suicide 
bombers who have some degree of support in Palestinian civil society. What 
chance have the Americans of achieving security in the 'Sunni triangle' of Iraq?66 

In his last book, written before 9/I I, the late Paul Hirst warned his readers 
that, given the fundamental inequalities of power and wealth in the world, 'new 
powers' would emerge 'to challenge the beneficiaries of the present system and 

63 Gabriel Kolko, Another century of war? (New York: New Press, 2002), p. 34. 
64 John Prados, 'Notes on the CIA's secret war in Afghanistan', http://www.historycooperative.org/ 
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65 Kolko, Another century of war?, pp. 48-9. 
66 Rosemary Hollis has made this point. 
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their dominance of its institutions'. Prophetically, he suggested that '[t]his 
challenge would be nothing like the actions of the revanchist powers in the 
1930os, but [those in the West] ... are complacent if they think it will not happen 
at all'.67 That challenge is now here. The combination of modern technology, 
its uncontrollable diffusion, and a potentially vast transnational network of 
angry and disaffected Muslims confronts the West. Perhaps some solace can be 
taken in the corridors of power that an Islamic movement will never be able to 
tap fully into other Third World sources of resistance. Despite the novelty of 
the current situation, and the transnational and network nature of the opponent, 
the western response so far has involved invading two sovereign states with heavy 
forces. Far more civilians were killed in these operations than died on 9/I 
itself, and many have argued that the UN and international law are among the 
casualties. The only conclusion the world outside can draw is that, notwithstand- 
ing all its universalist and humanitarian rhetoric, western lives matter more than 
those of others. Can such actions do anything other than generate even more 
destructive responses? '[W]ar is an act of force, and there is no logical limit to 
the application of that force. Each side, therefore, compels its opponent to follow 
suit; a reciprocal action is started which must lead, in theory, to extremes'.68 

Given the extreme vulnerability of western societies to determined terrorist 
attack, it is a matter of utmost urgency that this spiral of violence be headed off. 
Doing so demands first and foremost that we give up the illusions by which we 
have distinguished the West from the rest of humanity, as more humane, more 
rational, more 'free', more willing to undertake sacrifices for the good of others. 
This is what the history of 'small wars' has to teach us. When the great French 
sociologist Emile Durkheim set out to discover the elementary role of religion 
in human societies, he did so among the aborigines of the Australian outback. 
He believed that even the most savage of the 'savages' had something to teach 
us about humanity qua humanity: 'The most barbarous and the most fantastic 
rites and the strangest myths translate some human need, some aspect of life, 
either individual or social'.69 We need to find the requisite empathy to under- 
stand why men dedicated to the betterment of their peoples and willing to 
sacrifice their lives, found it necessary to fly jet aircraft into buildings or to blow 
themselves up in the compounds of humanitarian organizations. After all, we do 
not find it so perplexing that we ourselves resorted to the obliteration and 
atomic bombing of civilian populations in the Second World War. If we can 
make this difficult leap of imagination into our enemy's minds, we will be able 
to fight them far more effectively. We might also learn an even more invaluable 
lesson: how to live in peace with people different from ourselves, people who 
may not choose to live as we do or to organize their societies along western 
lines, but who are nonetheless fully human and deserving of respect and dignity. 

67 Paul Hirst, War and power in the 21st century: the state, military conflict, and the international system 
(Cambridge: Polity, 2001), p. 136. 

68 Carl von Clausewitz, On war (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1976; first publ. 1833), p. 77. 
69 Emile Durkheim, The elementary forms of the religious life (New York: Free Press, I965), p. 14. 
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